
Let our solutions keep you safely afloat offshore. 
Reliable gas services from BOC.



Offshore solutions from BOC.Offshore solutions from BOC.

Your partner for success.

As a leading gas manufacturer and supplier to the offshore market, 
BOC recognises the need for pioneering flexible and varied options 
for gas supply tailored to meet individual customer’s needs. We are 
your trusted partner in the safety, quality, delivery and technical know 
how of industrial and specialty gases for your diving, welding, cutting, 
preheating, purging, leak detection and gas analysis requirements. 

Manifolded cylinder packs.

BOC is proud to offer a range of manifolded cylinder packages 
designed for offshore applications. All frames are engineered to meet 
International Operations and Safety Standards (EN12079:2006 – 
Offshore Containers and Associated Lifting Sets). 

COP: Certified Offshore Pack.

BOC’s standard Certified Offshore Pack (COP) range is engineered to 
conform to EN12079:2006 – Offshore Containers and Associated Lifting 
Sets. Standard features include: 

 → 4 point lift arrangement
 → Hot dip galvanised structure
 → Cylinders painted to offshore conditions (max DFT 225)
 → Individually certified lifting sets

MOP: Certified Offshore MaxiPack.

The latest innovation in the BOC range is the MaxiPack which is 
currently available in Nitrogen. In addition to the standard Certified 
Offshore Pack features, it has been designed to facilitate access to both 
maximum cylinder pressure and standard pressure to enable the use of 
one pack for all your compressed nitrogen needs. 

DIV: Certified Offshore Diving Pack.

In addition to the standard Certified Offshore Pack features, BOC’s 
Certified Offshore Diving Packs (DIV) range offers individual 
isolations on all cylinders in the manifold. To further satisfy customer 
requirements, test certificates for cylinders in the manifold are provided 
with each fill.

Our DIV gas mixtures can be customised to suit your individual diving 
project. All mixtures are provided with NATA accreditation.

300 bar 64 cylinder offshore pack.

The 64 cylinder quad pack is designed specifically for big volume 
gas consumption in the offshore market. They are filled at 300 bar 
allowing customers benefit from greater gas capacity, thereby saving 
on transportation costs and minimising storage requirements. The 
64 cylinder quad packs comprise of DNV certified gas containers and 
manifolds fitted with offshore rated hoisting frames.

300 bar 64 cylinder pack.
Gross weight: 8010kg



Offshore solutions from BOC.

Manifolded cylinder packs.

Specifications.

Part No. Description Outlet Type
(AS 2473)

Maximum 
Pressure (Bar) Contents* Special Features

820DIV64 Diving Grade Helium Certified Diving Pack 10 300 812 AS 2473.2: Pressure Regulating Valve
651xx.xxDIV64 Diving Grade Helium-Oxygen Mixtures (2.25-23.00%) 10 300 780 - 807 AS 2473.2: Pressure Regulating Valve
652xx.xxDIV64 Diving Grade Helium-Oxygen Mixtures (23.01-60.00%) 10 300 780 - 812 AS 2473.2: Pressure Regulating Valve
027DIV64 Diving Grade Oxygen Certified Diving Pack 10 250 817 AS 2473.2: Pressure Regulating Valve
033MOP16 Industrial MaxiPack Nitrogen 50/51 250 181 EN 12079:2006+ Dual Pressure Outlet
020COP16 Industrial Oxygen Certified Offshore Pack 10 175 148 EN 12079:2006
061COP16 Industrial Argon Certified Offshore Pack 10 300 241 EN 12079:2006
120COP16 High Purity Helium Certified Offshore Pack 10 165 120 EN 12079:2006
081COP16 Industrial Carbon Dioxide Certified Offshore Pack 30 N/A 496kg EN 12079:2006
040DIV9 Dissolved Acetylene Certified Pack 20 N/A 63 EN 12079:2006+ Individual Cylinder Isolations
027DIV16 Diving Grade Oxygen Certified Diving Pack 10 175 143 EN 12079:2006+ Individual Cylinder Isolations
057DIV16 Diving Grade Air Certified Diving Pack 60 150 114 EN 12079:2006+ Individual Cylinder Isolations
288DIV16 Customised Special Mixture Certified Diving Pack Available on order EN 12079:2006+ Individual Cylinder Isolations
As per order Calibration Gas (O2/CO2/He Balance) Available on order
820G Zero Gas: High Purity Helium 165
900CAGE Certified Diving Cage EN 12079:2006
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Gases. 

As a leading supplier of gases in the South Pacific, BOC has your 
offshore gas needs covered. We supply a wide range of gases including 
acetylene, nitrogen, oxygen, argon, carbon dioxide and calibration 
gases. We also supply a Heliox range of helium-oxygen mixtures, 
designed to allow divers to descend to subsea depths of 250 metres, 
safely avoiding the effects of nitrogen narcosis. 

We have an extensive range of supply options, from individual 
compressed gas cylinders to 64-pack quads purpose built for the 
offshore market. We also have a large distribution network to assist in 
ensuring reliable supply. 

Gas detection equipment.

BOC offers both portable and stationary gas detection equipment that 
provides you advanced warning of an undesired drop in oxygen content 
or an increase in carbon dioxide in the ambient air. 

Individual cylinder control (ICC).

In 2013, BOC introduced an 8 point mandatory scanning process which 
allows us to see the lifecycle of our cylinders. All direct delivered 
cylinders are scanned a number of times before they leave BOC, when 
they are loaded to the delivery truck, when they arrive at the customer 
site and when they are returned to BOC. This advanced cylinder tracking 
system provides our customers with some great benefits, including 
greater visibility around current cylinder holdings, improved safety 
traceability for each individual cylinder, and the need for stock take 
disappears.

Accessories.

BOC provides a range of accessories such as pressure reducing valves 
with various adjustment ranges and greater capacity, low and high 
pressure hoses and all the welding and cutting tools you need. 

The total gas solution.


